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As part of our new development workflow, we have brought Corona Studio along with Corona Renderer to version 3. This is a major update as well. We have integrated the same scripting system that we developed for Corona Renderer into Corona Studio. While Corona Renderer and Corona Studio share the same coding standard, you can access a lot of them through Corona Studio. This update includes a lot of bug fixes and enhancements, and improved stability. This is a major release and a complete rewrite of Corona Studio, and we will continue to release
major updates going forward! This release includes the following new features: Hair layers- Use of Corona Hair layers for creating and easily controlling the simulated hair of an object in Corona Renderer A new environment light control system- Make the control of the environment lighting of each scene much simpler by giving the ability to easily control the final screen output with four independent controls Use of control points- Allows you to work with curves, points, and rays in ways that are much simpler and easier to control, with the added ability to add
additional curves and points to an existing curve or ray New brushes- Create, position and edit brushes that can be applied to the curves and points as well as the final control points in the scene Frame features- Works with both control points, and curves as well as creating and handling meshes, and using them with the Corona RoadLite feature for animation Mesh analysis- Reduce analysis, increase speed, and view parameters to improve render quality Corona Renderer user interface- resized and redesigned Visual improvements- New user interface, color

pallete and several other improvements
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The Corona Renderer team would like to thank our developers, and our support, business partners, forum moderators, translators, testers, advisors, partners, resellers, all at Chaos Group and YOU, our users! We appreciate your support, and for letting us know what you want to see added, you are a vital part of what makes Corona Renderer what it is today,
and what it will be in the future! Demo Refresh: If you have tried Corona before and your 45-day trial expired, you will be glad to know we have automatically refreshed the demo period to give everyone an extra 14 days! Simply download and install 1.6 from the link above, and you can activate the refreshed demo period right from within Max. Enjoy! So, how
can we do this? To put it simply, we perform a monthly production build of our 64-bit World Edition (WE) and our 32-bit Indie Edition (IE) versions of Corona Renderer, we then post the two separate demo links above. At the same time we post our Corona Renderer forum thread where you can interact with our developers, share your feedback, and get in touch

with other users and developers. A successful project like Corona Renderer relies on mutual knowledge, and feedback from many different angles, by many different people, and there we need you! Just one of the best parts of this project is that we truly allow our users to help develop Corona Renderer, and we want you to be a part of this project! Here are
some great things about us releasing our next version of Corona Renderer for you to check out! You can now try out all of the new features and functionality that are included in Corona Renderer 1.6, and we really want to see how it works for you! You can download the latest version of Corona Renderer from the link above, and go straight to our forum thread

where you can start chatting with our developers, or post any issues or suggestions that you may have found! This is an amazing chance for you to help shape the future of Corona Renderer by having your voice heard! 5ec8ef588b
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